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Abstract

Stereoelectroencephalography (SEEG) has experienced an explosion in use due to a shifting understanding of epileptic networks and wider application of minimally invasive epilepsy surgery techniques. Both subdural electrode (SDE) monitoring and SEEG serve important roles in defining the epileptogenic zone, limiting functional deficits, and formulating the most effective surgical plan. Strengths of SEEG include the ability to sample difficult to reach, deep structures of the brain without a craniotomy and without disrupting the dura. SEEG is complementary to minimally invasive epilepsy treatment options and may reduce the treatment gap in patients who are hesitant about craniotomy and surgical resection. Understanding the strengths and limitations of SDE monitoring and SEEG allows epileptologists to choose the best modality of invasive monitoring for each patient living with drug-resistant seizures.
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Introduction

A well-experienced epilepsy center is central to the successful surgical treatment of children with drug-resistant epilepsy, which can account for up to one-third of all cases.¹–³ Epilepsy surgery is often underutilized or may occur many years following demonstration of drug resistance.⁴ Multiple factors contribute to this. First, identifying the cortical area responsible for generating seizures can be challenging. When the noninvasive presurgical evaluation is unable to identify a consistent probable generator, further diagnostic information through invasive monitoring is needed often to guide focal surgery. This entails placing electrodes into specific regions of the brain to characterize seizure onset electrophysiologically. Traditionally, this has been performed by open craniotomy and extensive subdural electrode (SDE) placement. Ictal data implicating focal onset guides resective surgery with the larger resections associated with greater likelihood of seizure freedom but higher risk of functional deficit.⁵ The perceived morbidity and risk of functional impairment from SDE monitoring and epilepsy resection have deterred some patients from considering epilepsy surgery. Additionally, focal epilepsy surgery has long focused on an all-or-nothing goal of seizure freedom, leading many to only pursue an epilepsy surgery workup in patients with high likelihood of seizure freedom. Patients with multifocal seizures are sometimes considered nonideal surgical candidates. These factors have been shown to contribute to a treatment gap with fewer than expected individuals experiencing benefits that surgery may offer.⁶,⁷

Over recent years, there is growing recognition of the importance of palliative epilepsy surgery in the pediatric population in improving seizure burden and quality of life.⁸ This in combination with technological advances has led to greater interest in stereoelectroencephalography (SEEG) and minimally invasive surgical options that have less perceived morbidity but still favorable efficacy.⁶,⁷,⁹ In addition, there has been a shift in thinking of seizures as originating from an
isolated epileptogenic zone (EZ) to a network involving multiple brain regions driven by a focal generator, or in some cases, multiple focal generators. With the increased use of SEEG, seizures may be explored from onset to end in an anatomo-electro-clinical manner. A primary hypothesis as well as alternative hypotheses may be simultaneously evaluated.

Above all, localizing the EZ is the goal. The definition of EZ has evolved over time: from a single onset for which surgical removal results in seizure freedom to a network of tightly connected epileptogenic nodes with one or more primary drivers. How we study seizures has similarly evolved. This article will explore benefits and challenges of SEEG compared with SDE monitoring. Both techniques require a detailed presurgical evaluation to guide implantation. Both approaches are safe and effective but differ in their ability to record specific brain regions, localize functional tissue, and define surgical borders in the absence of a lesion. Ultimately each technique may further inform a surgical plan to reduce or eliminate seizures, minimize functional deficits, and improve quality of life. While there is no class 1 or 2 evidence for selecting SDE monitoring versus SEEG, an International League Against Epilepsy task force recommends a consensus-based determination of invasive monitoring predicated on the strengths and limitations of each technique.

**Subdural Electrode Monitoring**

In combination with a detailed presurgical evaluation, SDE monitoring is an excellent tool to define the irritative zone, functional deficit zone, seizure onset zone, and symptomatic zone, aiding in conceptualizing a probable EZ, the region necessary and sufficient for initiating seizures such that removal abolishes seizures. SDE monitoring involves primarily the implantation of grid/strip SDEs following open craniotomy. The size and location of the large surgical exposure are based on a single hypothesized EZ and anticipated resection plan. Limited anatomically disparate sampling can be added through burr holes. SDEs consist of regular arrays of disc electrodes spaced 5 to 10 mm apart. This organization generally allows for gyrus-by- gyrus neurophysiologic characterization of ictal onset and functional activity in two dimensions. They can also be used later as anatomic markers to guide the extent of resection. Electrodes overlying vasculature or sulci may not reliably record activity due to inadequate cortical contact.

SDE monitoring is subject to anatomic limitations. SDEs do not record from gray matter lining the sulcus, a limitation that may be partially addressed by the addition of depth electrodes inserted between SDE contacts. Bridging veins in the interhemispheric fissure and dural adhesions at the brain base can impede SDE sampling in these regions. Similarly, patients who have developed adhesions due to a prior craniotomy can be challenging to implant. Bilateral craniotomies and grids are generally not performed due to increased risk of complications. Given these constraints, SDE monitoring may not be ideal if seizures arise from deeper brain structures or disparate anatomic regions have been implicated in the presurgical workup. Even with apparently concordant data, inadequate sampling can lead to poor surgical outcomes. Several studies have described adults with presumed unilateral temporal lobe seizures by semiology and surface EEG who subsequently underwent invasive monitoring and were found to have contralateral temporal or extratemporal seizure onset. In particular, some of these regions, including the insula, orbitofrontal cortex, and cingulate gyrus, are challenging to sample by SDE monitoring.

Nonhabitual seizures can be seen in SDE monitoring, likely related to cortical irritability from the foreign body or complications. In a meta-analysis of 2,542 adult and pediatric patients, increased electrode number and monitoring duration are risk factors for complications. The most common adverse event is infection with 2.3% neurologic infections and 3% superficial infections. Treatment with prophylactic antibiotics is common in many centers. Intracranial hemorrhage was seen in 4% of patients, commonly subdural hematomas due to disrupted bridging veins. Approximately one-third of hemorrhages were symptomatic or required surgical intervention. Disruption of the cranial vault as well as implantation of SDEs can induce cerebral edema, which can then contribute to elevated intracranial pressure. Many centers treat cerebral edema with corticosteroids, although this may suppress seizures. Symptomatically increased intracranial pressure was seen in 2.4%. Neurologic deficits including hemiparesis, aphasia, and headache were noted in at least 4.6% of cases with some centers considering transient neurologic symptoms inevitable. Seven patients required electrode removal for intracranial infection, urgent neurologic deficit, or increased intracranial pressure. Permanent neurologic deficits were very rare. Five deaths were reported related to vascular compromise, elevated intracranial pressure, or aspiration.

**Invasive Monitoring by SEEG**

When considering seizures as a network disorder with dynamic changes and the EZ as the sites of seizure onset and primary seizure organization, SEEG provides benefits over SDE monitoring. Depth electrodes have been utilized as early as 1959 by Bancaud and Talairach to study the onset and propagation of seizures. They established the importance of an anatomo-electro-clinical relationship, where an ictal SEEG pattern leads to a specific clinical manifestation. The first clinical application occurred in the Montreal Neurologic Institution in 1972 with the use of SEEG as a localizing tool for refractory focal epilepsy with discordant pre-surgical data.

Its use has since increased, with SEEG often viewed as an extension of the noninvasive presurgical workup, especially when both hemispheres require invasive monitoring. Effective sampling of the cortex by SEEG relies on having a well thought out hypothesis for onset and evolution with clinical semiology, neurophysiology, and neuroimaging and clinical semiology playing pivotal roles. Placement is influenced by the locations of any presumably epileptogenic lesions,
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proposed epileptic network, and structural limitations such as cerebral vasculature. It is increasingly common for electrodes to be placed with twist drill holes via robotic assistance with other centers utilizing a conventional stereotactic frame or frameless stereotactic apparatus. Skull thickness should be considered as the bolts used with SEEG placement may not be as secure if skull thickness measures less than 2 to 3 mm. This generally coincides with children below 2 years old, although our institution has successfully implanted children as young as 12 months. When compared with SDE monitoring in adults, SEEG allows for a greater volume of cortical sampling due to the ability for more electrodes to be implanted. The number of simultaneous recorded electrodes may be limited by amplifier space with our institution safely using as many as 39 electrodes without complications. Broad, bilateral coverage may be utilized in cases with highly discordant presurgical data or those with multiple seizure types and a palliative goal in mind. SEEG may be used to regionalize the onset prior to further localizing with additional SEEG electrodes or SDEs. A major strength is in the ability for SEEG to localize a deeper onset without disturbing the tissue or requiring wide exposure (corridor-related morbidity). In this way, anatomic abnormalities such as depth of sulcus dysplasia or periventricular nodular heterotopia may be safely accessed without a large craniotomy. Tissue adjacent to a prior surgical resection site may be better accessed and more safely sampled with SEEG since existing adhesions from prior surgery may complicate the dural reopening necessary for SDE placement. SEEG may also minimize risks for surgical re-evaluation if additional seizure types develop in the future. Following monitoring, limited cellular or core biopsy samples can be obtained from the SEEG electrode trajectory for pathology or research. SEEG is also particularly useful in cases of “temporal-plus epilepsy” in which mesial temporal sclerosis is suspected to be the cause for seizures but the noninvasive presurgical evaluation may reflect discordant findings. This would allow for mesial temporal, lateral temporal, and extratemporal coverage including the anterior cingulate, insular, and orbitofrontal regions. SEEG can also help to differentiate between frontal and temporal lobe onset or left and right temporal epilepsy.

Depending on number of electrodes placed, SEEG has been shown to have a comparable or lower risk for hemorrhage, 0.075% to 0.45% per electrode, compared with 4% for subdural grids. Hemorrhage is the most common complication with SEEG electrodes, and infection is significantly lower (1%) than with reported with subdural grid placement (3-18,24). While use of more electrodes is associated with modest increase in risk of complications, inadequate coverage can be a major limitation of SEEG as this may lead to an inaccurate identification of the EZ and an unsuccessful surgical plan. Potential safeguards include maximizing the number of SEEG electrodes used or recording concurrent surface EEG data.

Case Example

A 2-year-old left-handed girl with TSC1-associated refractory epilepsy had focal impaired awareness seizures of a single semiology. Her parents reported a possible aura manifesting as widened eyes and seeking out her parents. Then, she had symmetric bilateral stiffening and clonic movements. Her epilepsy presurgical evaluation implicated multiple areas within the left temporal and frontal regions. Her magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) showed a dysplastic left temporal lobe and malrotated small hippocampus in addition to multiple tubers bilaterally including the left temporal and frontal regions. SEEG coverage of the left temporal and frontal regions supported the need for SEEG coverage of the left fronto-temporal region but also in the left frontal region. Additional data (ictal EEG, magnetoencephalography, AMT [α-[11C]-methyl-L-tryptophan] positron emission tomography) supported the need for SEEG coverage of the left frontal and temporal regions. Ictal onset was identified in the contacts 1 to 3 of an electrode sampling the left amygdala within a large left temporal tuber complex. During the same hospitalization, laser-interstitial thermal therapy (LITT) of the tuber complex was performed under MRI guidance utilizing four trajectories. The patient was Engel IA classification at 1 year and Engel IB at 2 years following surgery.

Ictal Patterns and Epileptic Networks

Understanding the patterns of ictal onset seen on invasive monitoring may aid in differentiating localized seizure onset from propagated seizure activity. Characterization of SDE monitoring and SEEG has shown similar ictal onset patterns. These include:

1. Low-voltage (<30µV) fast activity (>13–14Hz) (LVFA)
2. High-amplitude rhythmic spikes (typically ≤3Hz) followed by LVFA
3. High-frequency (>12Hz) polyspikes followed by LVFA
4. Slow wave or baseline shift followed by LVFA
5. High-amplitude α-theta frequency rhythmic spike activity
6. Moderate-amplitude sinusoidal α-theta activity with increasing amplitude
7. Moderate-amplitude sinusoidal β activity with increasing amplitude
8. Semi-rhythmic delta activity, can have superimposed low voltage gamma frequency bursts

Seizure onset patterns may be associated with epilepsy etiology with focal cortical dysplasias more commonly associated with polyspikes followed by LVFA. Overall, patterns with LVFA are more common and are associated with better surgical outcomes. Limited data suggests that high-frequency oscillations (80–500 Hz) can be seen near seizure onset in children and, when removed, are associated with better outcomes. Spectral EEG analysis looking for a shift to faster frequencies relative to the time of seizure onset can be used.
to calculate a brain area’s epileptogenicity index (EI), with higher EI corresponding to areas involved early in seizure.\textsuperscript{28} There is ongoing research into using quantified frequency analysis to aid in surgical planning.

In SDE monitoring, localized electrode involvement with slow seizure propagation is associated with better surgical outcomes,\textsuperscript{25,29} consistent with the theory of one epileptogenic focus causing a seizure. Similarly in SEEG, involvement of one focal region at seizure onset is associated with better surgical outcome.\textsuperscript{26,30} More commonly, however, multiple cortical/subcortical regions are simultaneously involved, termed a “network pattern.” It is hypothesized that within epileptogenic networks, distinct anatomic regions within a physiologic network can develop synchronous fast oscillations leading to seizure. This is challenging for surgical planning as limited resections within the network may result in incomplete seizure control but broader treatment risks of functional impairment. Spatiotemporal EEG analysis and brain connectivity are being used to better understand epileptogenic networks. The utility of individualized epileptic brain modeling such as the virtual brain is also being investigated.\textsuperscript{31}

Electrically-induced seizures during invasive monitoring may aid in clarifying the EZ. Stimulation of implanted electrodes that induce the patient’s habitual seizure clinically and electrographically supports a hypothesized EZ.\textsuperscript{32} Induction of nonhabitual seizures does not aid in surgical planning. European studies report a 75 to 100% concordance between spontaneous and analogous stimulation-induced seizures with greater concordance seen in mesial temporal lobe epilepsy than lateral temporal or frontal lobe epilepsy.

**Functional Mapping with SEEG**

Once the EZ is identified, it must be determined whether the region of interest is eloquent and responsible for functions such as language or motor ability. An understanding of normal brain anatomy may provide some guidance; however, individual variability may be present in the setting of an early ischemic injury or lesion that may disrupt cortical organization. To clarify this, electrical stimulation may be performed intraoperatively or extraoperatively at the bedside with surgically placed electrodes to record any positive (movement of an arm or finger, visual phenomena) or negative signs (pause in speech). By doing so, it may be determined that the proposed EZ contains important language, motor, visual, sensation, or executive brain functions. For some functions, successful functional mapping relies on both the regions sampled and the cooperation and

---

**Fig. 1** 3 Tesla axial magnetic resonance imaging brain showing bilateral tubers with small, malrotated left hippocampus.

**Fig. 2** Fluorodeoxyglucose-positron emission tomography showing left temporal greater than left frontal hypometabolism.
communication ability of the patient. Motor testing may be done while the patient is asleep or under sedation, but the patient must be awake and alert for language and vision testing. A failure to identify clinical changes during functional mapping does not guarantee nonfunctional tissue as other nontestable functions may exist or an adequate stimulation threshold may not have been reached. Additionally, functions with bilateral representation may not show clinical changes during stimulation due to compensation by the contralateral hemisphere. Stimulus-induced after discharges and seizures are monitored by electrocorticography during the mapping procedure.

There are significant differences between mapping using SEEG electrodes and mapping using SDEs on the cortical surface. Bipolar stimulation of SEEG electrodes targets a relatively small area of cortex as depth electrode contacts are generally 5 mm apart. Due to their cylindrical morphology, however, these electrodes have greater surface area in contact with the brain, so lower maximum stimulation parameters should be used in comparison to SDEs. Due to electrode characteristics, the stimulation field by SEEG is quite focal relative to SDE mapping and negative mapping results should be interpreted with caution. Greater electrode sampling of the region can improve the sensitivity of functional mapping.

![Fig. 3](image1.png) List of stereoelectroencephalography electrodes (A) and three-dimensional reconstruction of left temporal and frontal coverage (B).

![Fig. 4](image2.png) Ictal onset on stereoelectroencephalography showing a high voltage spike followed by low-frequency fast activity in AMY3–4.
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Monitoring and SEEG showed similar rates of seizure freedom (70 vs. 68%). These authors commented that selecting the most appropriate monitoring modality for the patient contributes to surgical success. In their center, SDE monitoring was considered when the hypothesized EZ lies in the superficial cortex and is close to eloquent cortex, while SEEG was favored if bihemispheric mapping was needed or if the hypothesized EZ was deep, in a region difficult to cover with electrodes, or close to a functional network. Deep structures such as the amygdala–hippocampal complex, insula, and heterotopic gray matter may be more suited to SEEG.11

While these studies suggest comparable efficacy between SDE monitoring and SEEG, reported surgical outcomes following SEEG monitoring show significant variability. A meta-analysis of 158 pediatric patients that underwent SEEG reported 54% were seizure free at the last follow-up.39 A nonlesional MRI was associated with higher likelihood of seizure recurrence. In another cohort of pediatric and adult patients who underwent bilateral SEEG implantation, only 32% were seizure free after 1 year.40 Eighty percent of those with seizure recurrence did, however, have a more than 50% reduction in seizure burden. Predictors of seizure freedom included single seizure type, short epilepsy duration, and use of less than or equal to 2 antiseizure medications at time of surgery. Further outcomes studies are needed to further delineate favorable prognostic factors as well as definite response to different surgical treatment modalities (e.g., resection, thermocoagulation, and neurostimulation).

**Discussion**

When thoughtfully planned and carefully performed, epilepsy surgery offers a higher chance for seizure freedom and improved quality of life than medications alone.41 As the most common chronically experienced childhood neurologic condition,42 epilepsy can lead to social stress,43 cognitive/academic difficulties,44 injury,45 and increased risk for death. Many caregivers of children with epilepsy often wish in retrospect that surgery was performed sooner,46,47 as even seizure reduction is associated with improved quality of life.8 Earlier surgery during a developmental plastic period may also allow for preservation of function such as language re-organization following functional hemispherotomy.48 Further, developmental potential may be maximized with earlier intervention even in conditions like tuberous sclerosis complex that are predisposed to form new epileptogenic networks over time. Reduction in total number of seizures or complete treatment of the most debilitating seizure type may allow for a reduction in antiseizure medications and improved side effect burden.

The threshold for epilepsy surgery will lower with increased use of minimally invasive diagnostic and surgical techniques due to the capacity for broad electrophysiologic sampling, better patient tolerability, lower complication rates, and favorable outcomes. In this way, SEEG has played a pivotal role in viewing surgery as a realistic palliative option in patients with complex epilepsy. Individuals previously identified as poor surgical candidates due to numerous

---

Fig. 5 Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) brain, diffusion-weighted imaging images following MRI-guided stereotactic laser ablation of a large left temporal tuber complex utilizing four trajectories.
seizure types, discordant presurgical data, genetic etiology, or multiple, disparate potential EZs may now warrant reconsideration for epilepsy surgery. There is also a greater consideration for repeat epilepsy surgery either due to seizure recurrence or the emergence of new seizure types.

If a strong hypothesis can be generated, SEEG implantation and successful identification of the probable EZ offer information on the likelihood of improvement from minimally invasive surgical approaches such as LITT, radiofrequency thermocoagulation, or high-intensity-focused ultrasound. Alternatively, craniotomy with tailored resection may be pursued if predicted to be more effective, typically during a separate admission. Despite its many strengths, limitations exist on the ability of SEEG to define the extent of functional regions due to sampling, and most epileptologists continue to rely on SDE monitoring if the EZ is hypothesized to be in close proximity to eloquent cortex.
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